Beyond Candida: Breakthrough Solutions For Candida, Yeasts, Dysbiosis And More
Synopsis
A complete guide to intestinal dysbiosis by a world-class medical doctor with over 30 years of personal experience treating Candida, yeasts and related conditions. It’s a holistically oriented book but explains conventional testing and treatments, alongside alternative remedies, including herbs and supplements. It will take you into the stunning new world of the human microbiome which has emerged as probably the most important health phenomenon of our time.
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Customer Reviews
Hello Keith, I would like to know how you got the copyrights of the front design? It is the exact art work that I see a book published way before you many years ago by dr eric bakker called candida crusher. Your book was given to me by my friend and I was shocked the moment I saw the cover you have not even taken the time to redesign the cover so it will not look exactly 99.9% as eric bakkers book. Plus the content of your book is below par, and I am not sure why you have made the claim of 35yrs experience? You have made some outrageous claims and I would like you to clarify those claims. Thanks

Weak. Does not mention biofilms or to use a ketogenic or near ketogenic diet. Neither Prescriptions nor anti-bacteria work on fungus. Take a look at: Candida killing so sweetly by Thompson, Keto-adapted, ketoclarity or Gaps by Mcbride. Mr Scott is a great author take a look at Scotts better books: "How to survive in a world without anti-biotics" or Virtual Medicine.
The only thing that has ever worked for my husband's candida came from this book. There is even more information that we have never read before. This book gives you so much, many remedy choices to choose from, and new ideas, and then tells you how to go about finding them. No book is perfect or has every bit of info, but this is a solid and helpful book. It has even opened my eyes to the use of potassium iodide.

Mr Scott-Mumby's book is very informative and useful. I have already recommended it to somebody else. Everyone needs to read this book.
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